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Abstract 

In this paper, we propose Objects, Containers, 

Gestures, and Manipulations (OCGM, pronounced like 

Occam’s Razor) as universal foundational metaphors of 

Natural User Interfaces. We compare OCGM to existing 

paradigms using SRK behavior classification and early 

childhood cognitive development, and justify the 

“universal” and “foundational” descriptors based upon 

cognitive linguistics and universal grammar. If adopted, 

OCGM would significantly improve the conceptual 

understanding of NUIs by developers and designers and 

ultimately result in better NUI applications.  
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Introduction 

The phrase “Natural User Interface” (NUI) has entered 

the mainstream consciousness. Non-technical 

publications such as Wall Street Journal [1] now discuss 

NUIs, and hundreds of software vendors and design 

firms have started to include Natural User Interface 

offerings for devices such as Microsoft Surface [2]. 

Research on multi-touch and other input modalities has 

been on-going since the 1980’s [3], but there is little 

published theory or specific guidance on the design and 

development of Natural User Interfaces. The majority of 

designers and developers working on NUIs do not have 

extensive research backgrounds in this field and 

therefore struggle with unclear ideas and mixed 

concepts. Consequently, many current NUI software 

projects have significant usability issues.  

One of the points of confusion is the meaning and 

implication of the word “natural” in the phrase “Natural 

User Interface.” In this context, natural is often used 

interchangeably with intuitive; however, this word is 

equally ambiguous and does not help with 

comprehension of the concepts.  

We adopt the definition enunciated by Buxton [4]: An 

interface is natural if it “exploits skills that we have 

acquired through a lifetime of living in this word.” 

Buxton elaborates and categorizes skills into innate and 

learned. The implication is that NUIs will exploit a 

different skill-set than existing interfaces.  

Skills, Rules, & Knowledge Framework 

We evaluated the characteristics of existing and 

proposed interfaces in terms of the skills, rules, and 

knowledge (SRK) framework [5]. The predominant 

interface paradigm for the last two decades is the 

Graphical User Interface (GUI), and the primary 

interaction style for GUIs can be described as Windows, 

Icons, Menus, and Pointing devices, or WIMP [6].  

In the context of SRK, users interacting with WIMP-

style interfaces use rules-based or knowledge-based 

behaviors, depending upon the technical background of 

the user. WIMP interfaces have complex metaphors and 

behaviors that require a relative high cognitive load to 

use. In some circumstances, such as while driving or 

overseeing industrial equipment, this cognitive load can 

lead to unsafe conditions, and has motivated 

alternative values for GUI interface design [7]. Setting 

aside unsafe situations, high cognitive load is generally 

undesirable to common users, and can prevent people 

with cognitive difficulties or limited mental faculties 

from being productive [8]. 

We contend that the limitations of GUIs and in 

particular the WIMP metaphor restrict our ability to 

reduce cognitive load beyond a certain threshold. In 

order to go further, we must identify the various innate 

abilities of the human brain and design interfaces which 

take advantage of those natural skills in the appropriate 

contexts. The ultimate goal is to discover the human-

computer interaction principles that produce interface 

designs which maximize skill-based behaviors. 

OCGM are Metaphors 

To this end, we propose a new metaphor for Natural 

User Interfaces: Objects, Containers, Gestures, and 

Manipulations (OCGM). The acronym can be 

pronounced Occam, as in Occam’s Razor. While 

performing a broad survey of interaction designs across 

different device types, co-author George identified a 

few common patterns and developed the concepts 



  

behind OCGM. [10]. Co-author Blake suggested the 

acronym order and linked the concept to Occam’s Razor 

[11]. As we will see, the connection to Occam’s Razor is 

apt, as OCGM is based upon the simplest human 

interactions and our earliest thought patterns. 

GUIs commonly use the desktop metaphor to help 

users understand how to interact with their computers. 

Metaphors, at their core, help us understand a complex 

idea from the perspective of a more familiar idea [20], 

and the same is true of OCGM. Objects are metaphors 

for units of content or data. Containers are metaphors 

for the relationships between content. Gestures are 

metaphors for discrete, indirect, intelligent interaction, 

and manipulations are metaphors for continuous, 

direct, environmental interaction.  

To better distinguish between Objects, Containers, 

Gestures, and Manipulations, we can categorize each 

metaphor into one of four groups, shown in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Simple categories reveal the conceptual symmetry 

of OCGM.  

Development of Interaction Skills 

In order to determine which skills are used with WIMP 

and OCGM, we must study the human interaction 

aspect of HCI. Taking a cue from Piaget [9], we 

examined the origins of human interactions and early 

childhood cognitive development as applied to HCI. We 

evaluated the WIMP metaphor and compared it to the 

proposed OCGM metaphor.  

The cognitive skills required to understand and operate 

WIMP interfaces are initially developed during or after 

pre-school age. Hourcade’s study comparing four and 

five year olds to adults concluded the children’s poor 

performance on pointing tasks with mice justifies 

specialized interface designs [12].  Further, Tolar’s 

study on two to five year olds concluded that the 

mental capability to judge the meaning of icons did not 

develop until the age of three and a half [13]. Reading 

skills necessary for operating typical GUI menus also 

are not developed until school age. 

In contrast to WIMP, the cognitive skills required for 

OCGM interfaces are developed significantly earlier, 

nominally by nine months old. Perceptual object 

categorization has been demonstrated in infants as 

young as nine months old, with robust object grouping 

skills by eighteen months [14]. The ability to recognize 

containment relationships has been demonstrated in 

six-month olds [15]. Infants develop the ability to 

recognize and perform gestures to communicate 

desires between nine and twelve months [16] and can 

manipulate objects younger than six months [17]. 

Because OCGM’s requisite cognitive skills are developed 

very early, they are innate and natural. Thus, interfaces 

using OCGM will have minimal cognitive loading and 

use skills-based behaviors. 



  

OCGM are Foundational Metaphors 

OCGM can also be related to the field of cognitive 

linguistics, which describes several basic image-

schemas1 which are prerequisites for higher-level 

image-schemas. For example, establishment of the 

basic CONTAINER image-schema is required before use 

of the dependent EMPTY-FULL and EXCESS image-

schemas [22]. Santibáñez argues that the three basic 

image-schemas, upon which all other image-schemas 

depend, are OBJECT, CONTAINER, and PATH [23]. 

These fundamental image-schemas coincide with 

OCGM, with PATH relating to both gestures and 

manipulations.  

Considering the link to the basic image-schemas, OCGM 

can be thought of as the foundational metaphors of all 

human-computer interaction. OCGM lays a foundation 

of abstract metaphors that supports many layers of 

concrete metaphors. Application of cognitive linguistics 

theories to HCI is justified because the meaning of both 

speech and gesture is processed by the same neural 

system [24]. 

OCGM are Universal Foundational Metaphors 

Chomsky studied cognitive development to develop 

fundamental theories of linguistics such as universal 

grammar [19]. OCGM and universal grammar have 

similar roles in their respective fields in that both seek 

to explain common patterns across many domains. In 

the case of HCI, OCGM are universal foundational 

metaphors and all human-computer interactions can be 

described in terms of OCGM, including diverse form 

                                                 
1 Image-schemas are recurring structures in human cognition 

which represent basic patterns of concepts and understanding 
[18]. Image-schemas are formed based upon our interaction 
with the environment. 

factors (desktop, mobile, TV) and modalities (multi-

touch, voice, motion sensing, and even mouse.)  

Summary and Future Work 

We proposed Objects, Containers, Gestures, and 

Manipulations as universal foundational metaphors in 

the NUI paradigm. OCGM provides a pattern that will 

lead designers and developers to create more natural 

interfaces, while being flexible enough to support the 

implementation of context- and content-appropriate 

concrete metaphors. We recommend Reality-Based 

Interactions (RBI), proposed by Jacob et al. [21], as a 

starting point for designing these concrete metaphors. 

RBI’s themes of Naïve Physics, Body Awareness & 

Skills, Environmental Awareness & Skills, and Social 

Awareness & Skills imply OCGM-compatible concrete 

metaphors that use skill-based behaviors.  

While we are confident in the theoretical and 

conceptual justification for OCGM, there is still work to 

be done before it can be effectively used in the 

industry. Specific design and development techniques 

based upon OCGM should be explored. The 

effectiveness of both OCGM-based techniques and the 

resulting interfaces should be quantitatively measured. 

Finally, succinct and effective documentation of OCGM 

and related concepts is necessary to gain mind-share in 

the industry. 
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